
NPC Phone Meeting September 18, 2018 

 

Attendance: Ravi Ahmad, Chris Maisano, Eliott Geary (YDSA), Natalie Midiri, Theresa Alt, Allie Cohn, Alex 

Birnel, Zac Echola, Jeremy Gong, Dele Balogun, Marianela D’Aprile, Ella Mahony, Catherine Hoffman 

Late: Christian Bowe 

Staff/Ex Officio: Maria Svart 

Chair: Chris Riddiough 

  

Meeting opens at 9:02pm eastern. 

 

1. Adoption of the agenda 

2. RL’s resignation 

Jeremy: I move to accept RL’s resignation. 

Seconded 

No discussion 

Chair: Vote 

Unanimous yes 

  

3. Discussion of NPC Vacancy 

Allie: I move that we appoint Austin Gonzalez to fulfill the vacancy of RL. 

Seconded 

Jeremy: I move a substitute motion that we take up the question of a replacement at the next NPC 

meeting, and that we don’t request applications like we did last time since we got thirty nine of them, 

but that we go through that list and appoint someone then. 

Seconded 

Discussion on the substitute motion, whether the NPC had discussed this in July, reminder that there are 

three new members of the NPC who were not on the NPC in July, whether it is necessary to appoint now 

or wait, that much has happened since the July NPC meeting, and whether everyone needs to be in 

agreement. 

Chair asks if the substitute motion will become the main motion. Voting yes makes the substitute the 

main motion. Voting no keeps the original main motion. After this we will do a second vote on 

whichever has become the main motion. 

Chair: Vote 

Yes: Natalie, Ella, Marianela, Catherine, Jeremy, Chris M, Alex, Eliott, Chris R 

No: Ravi, Allie, Dele, Zac, Theresa 

Abstain: Christian who missed the discussion 

9 in favor, 5 against, 1 abstention 

Chair: substitute becomes the main motion. Vote on the main motion that we take up the question of a 

replacement for RL at the next in person meeting in October, not taking up additional new applications. 

Chair: Vote 

Yes: Marianela, Ella, Chris M, Alex, Natalie, Dele, Jeremy, Catherine, Eliott, Chris R 

No: Zac, Allie, Theresa, Ravi 

Christian not on call 



10 yes, 4 no, abstain 0 

  

4. Discussion of DSA Weekly 

Chair: DL Weekly and Anti-War Think Tank next steps, RL’s two primary areas of responsibility. Chris 

Lombardi sent a memo which I forwarded on to you all. 

Natalie: I motion we temporarily suspend DSA Weekly and decide at October NPC meeting. 

Seconded 

Discussion on whether DSA Weekly promotes factionalism, whether it is administered well such as if 

people who send submissions get a response, whether there is transparency about how the blog 

functions and who is on the editorial committee since there have never been written reports from RL. 

Chair: Vote 

Ayes carry 

  

5. Discussion of Anti-War Think Tank 

Chair: Anti-war think tank. 

Natalie: I move that when we notify RL that we accept his resignation, we should first ask that he himself 

take down the think tank or remove DSA’s name from it, and give a deadline such as 30 days from date 

of the letter, and if that doesn’t happen we should write to Word Press and ask them to take it down, 

and direct members who are interested in the Anti-War think tank to get involved in the International 

Committee. 

Seconded 

Discussion on whether the think tank was even active, whether the website, which Ben Norton has been 

involved in, could be used as a place to attack DSA if it is left up. 

Chair: motion is that we write to RL, give him a deadline to take down the Anti-War think tank, and if he 

doesn’t do so we write to Word Press to take it down, and direct members to the International 

Committee. 

Vote 

Ayes carry 

  

6. Other Issues 

Chair: Upon request, reopening question of resignation. 

Ella: I move to accept RL’s resignation from DSA. 

Seconded. 

Discussion on whether to accept RL’s resignation or expel and if so on what grounds, whether to 

consider criteria or a timeline for potentially accepting RL back at a later date, whether expelling is the 

way to be clear this behavior is unacceptable, what kind of behavior is in fact considered abuse and 

unacceptable, what is considered malfeasance, and whether the NPC should make a statement. 

Dele initially moved to expel RL. Following some further discussion, the motion to expel was amended 

by Natalie to say that we reject RL’s resignation, we instead expel him, and Maria Svart work with our 

attorney to craft a narrative statement for the membership. 

Chair: vote 

Ayes carry the motion. 

Adjourn at 10:18pm eastern 


